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e.g. Pulse of 1 Jy lasting 1 ms from 1 kpc at obs freq. of 
1 GHz (all very typical numbers!)
-> Causality implies source < 300 km
-> Brightness Temp >= 1023 K
-> Compact objects + non-thermal coherent emission
-> extreme astrophysical environments.



Radio Transients
Why study transient radio phenomena? 2 main reasons.
1. Enables study of interesting physical environments.
2. You can’t avoid them!

Detected in abundance by TNG radio instruments 
(LOFAR, FAST, ATA, MWA, ASKAP, MeerKAT, ..., SKA).
-> would be nice to know what they are!
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Once bright ones were all found, quickly realised 
that to increase sensitivity more BW needed

Need to account for interstellar dispersion
“may need as many as 2 frequency channels”
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Pulsars
Also realised that effective Smin can be better by 
N1/2, where N=Tobs/P, as PSRs very periodic

To 1st order PSR signal is a Shah function 
-> many harmonics

FFTs more and more doable -> FFT searches became 
the standard PSR search method

SP searches forgotten about well before FFTW 
(1997) arrived



Pulsars
Single Pulse Searches still a good way to find 
pulsars (and other things ...)

If r = (S/NSP)/(S/NFFT) then easy to show that:
r = A (Speak/Save) N-1/2             (A const. of order 1)

N=Tobs/P -> period selection effect for a given Tobs

Speak/Save depends on PSR pulse amplitude 
distribution ... PSR signal is not a Shah function ...
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Transient Searches
A typical transient search figure of merit is
FOM = Aeff (Ω/ΔΩ) (T/ΔT) (F/ΔF)
Need to maximise this FOM

Requirements:
maximise sensitivity -> big dish or array
maximise FOV and ang. res. (multi-beam)
Remove the unknown DM -> loop and ΔF

De-dispersed time series’ are match-filter searched 
for events of various durations and shapes
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S/N = 100
Speak = 30 Jy
DM = 375 cm-3pc
τobs = 5 ms
detected in 3 of 13 beams as expected
obeys the theoretical DM law tdelay∝f-2

obeys a scattering law of the form W∝f-4.8(4)
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Recall the dispersion delay is:
tdelay = 4.150 ms (DM/fGHz2),
where DM = ∫ne dl -> proxy for distance

Usually infer distance from a model of the Galactic 
electron content 
-> Only 25 cm-3pc due to Galaxy
-> Remaining 350 cm-3pc due to IGM (& host galaxy)

Extragalactic with z ~ 0.2!!
-> Distance huge -> Luminosity huge!

The Lorimer Burst
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What could cause this?

No high energy events coincident

No GW info.      (LIGO wasn’t on)
No neutrino info. (in Southern sky & pre-ANTARES)

No evident host galaxy

Lots of excitement about the discovery

But then the astrophysical origin of the burst was 
called into question!

The Lorimer Burst
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Perytons
Further searches of archival surveys undertaken ...

~30 sources, known as “perytons” found 
-> detected in all 13 of 13 beams 
-> not very strong in any of them

Their frequency-delay structure is roughly similar to 
the f-2 dependence of an astrophysical signal
but not exactly the same as weird “kinks” seen

strange kink

in all beams
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Community divided - best discovery of last few years 
or some kind of devilish terrestrial signal?

I searched PMPS with new methods/algorithms etc. for 
DMs <=2000 cm-3pc

One unexplained isolated bright burst of interest which 
I will elaborate upon ...

The Lorimer Burst
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Single pulse S/N = 16.3 
DM = 745 cm-3pc
τobs = 7.8 ms (dedispersed to 1516.5 MHz, top of band)
gl = 25.4o, gb = -4.0o

DMextra = 222 cm-3pc -> “extragalactic” -> z = 0.1

Time delay has freq. dependence of f-α 
where α=2.02(1)

Only in 1 of 13 beams

Not seen to repeat in 15.5 hours of follow-up from 
Parkes observations in April 2011!
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Spectrum flat within errors, S = 400 mJy 

Pulse width slightly wider in bottom 1/2 of band, 
no exponential tail visible given the S/N

τobs = (τint2 + τDM2 + τBW2 + τscat2)1/2

τobs just slightly larger than τDM 
-> τscat is at most 3 ms but extra width could be 
intrinsic -> don’t know

Signal Properties
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What can it be? We know as much now as we will 
ever know about this pulse. 

Distance crucial, but completely unreliable! 
If NE2001 correct -> distance huge
If NE2001 wrong  -> distance could be much less

“giant pulse” from a Crab-like PSR at edge of Galaxy

pre-merger pulse of NS-NS system

pulse from expanding SN shell

pulse from an annihilating mini black hole

So What?
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BH Evaporation

Can’t radiate if TBH < TCMB so need
MBH < 4.5x1022 kg (= 0.6M☾)
-> Primordial BHs!

In useful units: TBH = 6x10-8 K (M/Msun)       COLD
                       = 1023 K (M/kg)

But even at this mass the evaporation takes 1044 years!
Might want: tevap = 2.1x1067 yr (M/Msun)3 < 13.7 Gyr 
-> MBH < 1.7x1011 kg

Consider bit heavier than this, MBH = 1013 kg, i.e. where 
kTBH > 2mec2 -> BH radiation can make e--e+ pairs ...
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BH Evaporation

Consider scenario where BH evaporates down to Mcrit

If Mcrit = 1013 kg -> make e--e+ pairs
If Mcrit = 1011 kg -> make pairs with (initial) γ=100
γ = (1013 kg/Mcrit)

If Mcritc2 = 1030/γ J of energy released we can get 
expanding ‘fireball’ of pairs with E = 1025η/γ5 Joules
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into surrounding B-field -> surface currents 
-> radio burst, possible only for 105<γ<107

Energy spectrum of pulse (Blandford)
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Conducting sphere of pairs expanding relativistically 
into surrounding B-field -> surface currents 
-> radio burst, possible only for 105<γ<107

Energy spectrum of pulse (Blandford)
is ε = 1015 η4/3 γ5-8/3 B5μG-2/3 |F(ν/νc)|2  J Hz-1

Radio Signal

Radio luminosity, L= ε/τobs 
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Radio Signal
Radio pulse is “instantaneous”, i.e. 1 radio frequency 
cycle, so that pulse width = 1/ν

But for typical E, B and γ values, ν ~ νcrit ~ 1 GHz
-> intrinsic pulse width ~ ns
-> observed pulse width dominated by dispersion

τobs = (τint2 + τDM2 + τBW2 + τscat2)1/2
τobs ≃ τDM = 8.3 μs DM ΔνMHz νGHz-3

e.g. for DM = 745, ΔνMHz = 3, νGHz = 1.4, τobs = 6.8 ms 
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Luminosity ABH radio pulses: LABH ≃ 102/τobs Jy kpc2

But L=SD2 and S and τobs known 
-> get DABH -> compare to DDM

DABH ~ 20 kpc (edge of Galaxy) 
-> Consistent with DDM if NE2001 is wrong.
-> ABHs not ruled out (!)

If we knew τscat, could settle this as ABH scenario 
requires scattering! If τscat << 3 ms -> ABH ruled out

ABHs?
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Other Solutions?

Due to predicted/observed rates, luminosities, spectra, 
duration, ... the other (known) solutions are ruled out. 
These include ...

Crab-like giant pulses (the ‘sensible’ solution)

Merging NS-NS

SN shell-associated bursts
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What Have We Learned?
2 bursts

Lorimer+2007 
-> known terrestrial/Galactic solns. don’t work
-> Must be extragalactic but no idea what it is ...

Keane+2012
-> known terrestrial solns. don’t work
-> Galactic solution possible

“Perytons”, Burke-Spolaor&Bailes 2011
-> terrestrial interference, unrelated



The Future

These bursts will start pouring in with LOFAR, SKA 
& pathfinders -> large arrays connected with 
powerful supercomputers

Can look in >100 directions at once over entire sky!

No slewing time! Instant discoveries!

And it works -> the future is now!
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Extremely high distances & luminosities (Peta-PSR) 
inferred -> don’t know what it is! Now confident they 
are real at least!
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Thank You
(questions, comments?)

@evanocathain


